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1. Model Details

Original 3D models of NSW Way and Works Vans - by Brian Bere-Streeter

These new vans came about, because of a need to create authentic sets of vans for use on the various NSWGR routes available to MSTS enthusiasts.

To allow the formation of authentic sets of vans the following vans were created:

Way and Works Van – District Engineer – ex-LFX carriage
Way and Works Van – District Engineer – ex-FO carriage
Way and Works Van – Signal & Telegraph Engineer – ex-HFL carriage

The NSWGR was a very large organisation with many departments specialising in the operation of different aspects of the railway system. In their everyday operations many of these departments required suitable rolling stock to be used to perform their work. As the Capital cost of rolling stock was already a large component of the Railways finances, it was considered uneconomical to expend valuable funds building new rolling stock specifically for non-revenue earning activities. Accordingly, as existing revenue earning passenger coaches and wagons were withdrawn from service and declared as being condemned, the various departments examined the stock to see if it could be converted to Departmental use at minimum cost.

Even though the vast majority of vans were converted from passenger coaches, they were always considered to be classed as goods wagons. The converted wagons were divided into two main groups – wagons for the Mechanical and Electrical branches (such as Overhead Wiring wagons, breakdown vans, etc), and wagons for the Civil (Way and Works) branch. Converted vans were generally painted in a light cream colour (some with green lining) to distinguish them from normal revenue earning passenger coaches.

The vans were used to transport workmen and materials to a ‘work site’ and then used as a ‘base’ for the works program – most sites were located in or around various station yards, and the vans were parked on any convenient little-used siding for the duration of the works program – in some cases the van may have been ‘on-site’ for several months. In many cases the vans also provided ‘living accommodation’ for the workmen when on duty at remote sites for extended periods of time.

The vans were moved from site to site by being attached to any suitable goods train, usually immediately in front of the brake van. From time to time, as vans required repairs or rebuilding, they would be attached to Up goods trains heading back to Sydney, where they were then coupled into ‘pickup’ goods trains heading towards Darling Harbour – at Redfern they were then shunted into the main carriage workshops for the repair work to be done. Repaired vans were then sent back to the required work sites attached to other Down goods trains. As the condition of the vans progressively deteriorated over time, they were condemned and replaced by other converted ‘newer’ withdrawn stock.

These models are for your personal use only, and may not be sold or distributed in any way without the original creator's permissions.
===========================================
2. Installation Notes

Create a new folder called <<   AU_nswgr_W&W  >>

Unzip the files into a temporary folder, then copy and paste all of the files straight into the new AU_nswgr_W&W folder (check the name to be sure).

You will need to create either a new consist to use these vans, or add them to an existing consist. Consists are made, or edited, using MSTS Activity Editor or Carlos Gomes’s ConBuilder.

To use these vans, you can place them as ‘static’ Consists in a suitable siding and placed as part of an Activity, or they can be used by adding them to the end of existing goods train Consists, just in front of the brake van. Way and Works vans could be seen over all NSWGR lines.

===========================================
3. Historical Notes

Prototype information for these models has been researched from the following sources:

" Coaching Stock of the NSW Railways - Volumes 1 and 2 ", Cooke, Estell, Seckold and Beckhaus, Eveleigh Press, 1999 and 2003
" Time of the Passenger Train - First (and Second, and Third) Division" , Preston, Eveleigh Press, 2003 (and 2004, and 2006)  

===========================================
4.   Copyright, Distribution and Terms of Use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These train models are released as Freeware. Copyright (C) Brian Bere-Streeter

As freeware you are permitted to distribute this archive subject to 
the following conditions:

- These models are intended for private, non-commercial use only;

- These models and any of their associated files may not be retro-engineered
  or used for any purpose other than its original intended use without 
  the prior written consent of the author;

- Persons wishing to repaint this model may do so by requesting copies 
  of the original texture files from the author;  all such repainted or 
  modified versions must acknowledge the author of the original work;

- This archive must be distributed without modification to the
  contents of the archive.  Redistributing this archive with any 
  original files added, removed or modified is prohibited without 
  the permission of the author;  in particular, this text in its 
  entirety must not be removed or altered;

- This model may not be distributed on CD without the prior 
  written consent of the authors;

- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another
  archive without the prior permission of the authors is prohibited;

- No charge may be made for this archive other than that to cover the
  cost of its distribution. If a fee is charged it must be made clear
  to the purchaser that the archive is freeware and that the fee is to
  cover the distributor's costs of providing the archive;

- This train is provided AS IS, I assume no responsibility or liablity 
  for any MSTS or system hardware/software problems you may encounter 
  after installing this train;

- By downloading and/or using this model, you have agreed with these 
  terms and conditions of use;

- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be
  respected;

- Copyrights: * MS Train Simulator, MS Windows:
                    Copyright Microsoft Corp 2002
              * 3D Model: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2010
              * Textures: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2010
              
  All other copyrights & trademarks mentioned are the property of their
  respective owners.
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